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Our TERRANOVA range of apparel
was born from the idea that a
world exists beyond the borders
of the conventional; and the call
to explore these new found lands
resonates within all of us.
Whether that means epic off-road
races in far-flung destinations
or simply the joy of grinding your
favorite gravel trails with friends;
we understand the thrill is not just
in the ride but also the search for
adventure.

Drawing on our six decades of technical
expertise, each product in our TERRANOVA
line was designed to provide riders of all
abilities with apparel that could bring them
across a multitude of environments in a
variety of climatic conditions. Utilizing the
most advanced materials and production
methods all consciously framed within a
responsible ecological mindset.
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The Glory jersey, produced with a very light
melange fabric, is able to guarantee maximum
breathability and comfort.
Thanks to the bodyfit fabric on the neck and
sleeves, it adheres perfectly to the contours
of the body, without forcing.
The elastic at the bottom, with silicone grip,
ensures a perfect fit on the waist, while the
triple rear pocket offers ample space, and
is ideal for longer rides. Completed with an
elegant black reverse zip.

The gravel jersey is engineered with lightweight melange
fabric to ensure supreme breathability and comfort.
Perfect fit thanks to the bodyfit fabric on the neck and
sleeves, it adheres to the contours of your body without
constraining. Coloured silicone gripper at the bottom
ensures the base remains firmly wrapped around your
waist. Triple back pocket prvides ample storage space
for longer rides. Finished with a reverse coil coloured zip
to perfectly complement the jersey design.

Terranova jersey ideal for gravel riding.
Lightweight and breathable thanks to the
new Movida fabric with sweat-releasing
grooves designed in our high-performance
Slim fit. This jersey is designed to combine
performance and comfort during summer
rides.
The triple rear pocket is enriched with a
second layer of very light mesh, doubling
the cargo space, making this jersey ideal for
longer rides.

The Gravel Race jersey, produced with a very light
melange fabric, is able to guarantee maximum
breathability and unparalleled comfort.
The elongated sleeves are in raw cut fabric adhering
perfectly to the contours of the body, without forcing.
The silicone grip at the bottom of the jersey ensures
a perfect fit on the waist. The triple rear pocket is
enriched with a second layer of very light mesh,
doubling the cargo space, making this shirt ideal for
longer rides.
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The Terranova windproof vest is made with an extremely light
membrane that ensures breathability and comfort.
It is the ideal garment to protect you from light rain and can
be easily stored in its central back pocket, to carry it with you
during your rides and use it when needed. The pocket is its
eco-packaging, a perfect way to reduce the environmental
impact of your technical clothing. Reflective details on the back
pockets ensure greater night visibility.
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The Gravel Delta T-shirt is perfect for your
bike rides, but also for many other occasions.
Made entirely of Polartec® Delta recycled
fabric, featuring excellent thermoregulating
properties.
Delta™ works more efficiently by elevating
touch-points for increased airflow, faster
moisture dispersal, and reduced wet-cling. Two
internal rear pockets closed with small zips,
will allow you to carry the essentials with you.

Our Gravel short sleeves shirt is a truly versatile garment;
created to be worn not just on the bike, but off it too.
The key aspect of the product is our use of a premium
light weight, technical wool-blend fabric, providing all the
antibacterial and thermo-regulating advantages that only
wool can provide in addition to a polyamide yarn, forming a
product with a bike-specific, ergonomic fit that can be worn
and washed time and again. Additional features include a
hidden pocket to the rear of the shirt, providing you with
storage space for essential items, jersey-style cuffs, full
button closure front and subtle reflective details to the rear.
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The Trail wind vest is very light and extremely pocketable. You
can take it with you on your rides because it can be easily
stored in the back pocket thanks to the selection of very thin
technical fabrics. The chest and shoulders are in ultralight
shuttle fabric, perfectly windproof. The hips and back are in
very light and breathable mesh. Back mesh pockets, reflective
details and ergonomic fit complete the garment and ensure
exceptional comfort.

Our Gravel bib shorts are the perfect choice for
long rides on your gravel bike or for all off-road
adventures. Made with the exclusive 200 g /
m2 Gabardine fabric with 25% elastane with
a typical dense diagonal rib design, they have
excellent abrasion resistance while remaining
incredibly soft on the skin and guarantee a
light compressive action. The front bibs are
in ribbed elastic with back in breathable
mesh. Two pockets on the bottom of the
leg and two additional pockets on the lower
back offer an excellent load capacity to carry
the essentials for your rides. Reflective logos
offer better visibility in low light conditions.
The elastic grip at the bottom of the leg has a
honeycomb silicone structure that guarantees
perfect sealing and the C3 seat pad offers
maximum protection from shocks thanks to
its gel structure making it ideal for long hours
in the saddle.
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Terranova jersey ideal for gravel riding. Lightweight
and breathable thanks to the new Movida fabric
with sweat-releasing grooves designed in our
high-performance Slim fit. This jersey is designed
to combine performance and comfort during
summer rides.
The triple rear pocket is enriched with a second
layer of very light mesh, doubling the cargo space,
making this jersey ideal for longer rides.

The women’s Gravel Race jersey is produced
with a very light melange fabric. The elongated
sleeves are in raw cut fabric adhering perfectly
to the contours of the body, without forcing. The
elastic at the bottom of the jersey, with silicone
grip, ensures a perfect fit on the waist. The
triple rear pocket is enriched with a second layer
of very light mesh, doubling the cargo space,
making this shirt ideal for longer rides.
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Our Gravel bib shorts are the perfect choice for
long rides on your gravel bike or for all off-road
adventures. Made with the exclusive 200 g / m2
Gabardine fabric with 25% elastane with a typical
dense diagonal rib design, they have excellent
abrasion resistance while remaining incredibly
soft on the skin and guarantee a light compressive
action. The front bibs are in ribbed elastic with
back in breathable mesh. Two pockets on the
bottom of the leg and two additional pockets on
the lower back offer an excellent load capacity
to carry the essentials for your rides. Reflective
logos offer better visibility in low light conditions.
The elastic grip at the bottom of the leg has a
honeycomb silicone structure that guarantees
perfect sealing and the C3 seat pad offers
maximum protection from shocks thanks to its
gel structure making it ideal for long hours in the
saddle.

Specifically designed to follow the contours of
the female body. The Gravel jersey is engineered
with lightweight melange fabric to ensure
supreme breathability and comfort. Perfect fit
thanks to the bodyfit fabric on the neck and
sleeves, it adheres to the contours of your body
without constraining. Coloured silicone gripper
at the base to keep the jersey in place at all
times. Carry everything you need for a day in the
saddle in the triple back pocket. Complete with
a stylish reverse coil coloured zip to complement
jersey design.

The Gravel Delta T-shirt is perfect for your
bike rides, but also for many other occasions.
Featuring female, it is made entirely of Polartec®
Delta recycled fabric, featuring excellent
thermoregulating properties.
Delta™ works more efficiently by elevating
touch-points for increased airflow, faster
moisture dispersal, and reduced wet-cling. Two
internal rear pockets closed with small zips will
allow you to carry the essentials with you.

The female cut Terranova windproof vest is made
with an extremely light membrane that ensures
breathability and comfort.
It is the ideal garment to protect you from light
rain and can be easily stored in its central
back pocket, to carry it with you during your
rides and use it when needed. The pocket is
its eco-packaging, a perfect way to reduce the
environmental impact of your technical clothing.
Reflective details on the back pockets ensure
greater night visibility.
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Just because you ride on dirt, it doesn’t
mean that you should compromise racelike
performance from your cycling jerseys. Gravel
long sleeve jersey is made from breathable
and warm Hotwind thermofleece. The jersey is
kept in place with a double silicon grip at the
bottom. Comfort assured. Slim fit. Includes a
triple back pocket with space for accessories
and reflectivedetailing for high visibility in the
dark.

Our gravel wool-shirt is a truly versatile garment;
created to be worn not just on the bike, but
off it too. The key aspect of the product is our
use of a premium, technical wool-blend fabric,
providing all the antibacterial and thermoregulating advantages that only wool can
provide in addition to a polyamide yarn, forming
a product with a bike-specific, ergonomic fit
that can be worn and washed time and again.
Additional features include a hidden pocket to
the rear of the shirt, providing you with storage
space for essential items, jersey-style cuffs,
full button closure front and subtle reflective
details to the rear.

The Gravel windbreaker is enginereed with a
lightweight mebrane fabric to ensure supreme
breathability and comfort. Ideal for wind and
light rain protection. It can be easily folded into
its back mid pocket and you can carry it with
you during your rides.This system is also used
as packaging, reducing plastic waste.

The Gravel vest is enginereed with lightweight
membrane fabric to ensure supreme
breathability and comfort.Ideal for wind and
light rain protection. It can be easily folded into
its back mid pocket and you can carry it with
you during your rides.This system is also used
as packaging, reducing plastic waste.
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Gravel bib tights are perfect for those long gravel
and MTB adventures. Made with techincal
Blizzard power fabric with acquazero-eco
water resistant treatment that ensures you
stay dry even in the most challenging conditions.
With raw cut double layer fabric on the back
and seamless elastic braces that cling to the
body without restriction, the Gravel bib tights
feature two mesh pockets on the sides, and
two additional storage pockets on the back just
below the braces. The reflective logos on the
sides ensure you to be seen in low light.The
legs are finished with elasticated raw cut cuffs.
Included is our longestlasting, most durable
and lightweight performance chamois, the
C3. Designed to complement any jersey from
our collection, Gravel bib tights are your key
to adventure.
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Our newly developed PrimaLoft® Dry, are a family of
a silk-weight base layers leveraging the advanced
fabric technology unique to PrimaLoft®; resulting in
all-season garments that deliver lightweight warmth
when at rest, and extreme breathability when active.
Elongated cut to provide maximum coverage avoiding
a bulky feel when worn under bibs or tights.
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The Gravel multi purpose neck-warmer provides
a simple but essential barrier of protection
against wind and cold. It is made from a modern
merino wool and polyester mix for a soft feel on
the skin. Offering warmth under your helmet
and snug protection around the ears. Soaks up
sweat during hard efforts so you stay focused
on what matters.
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